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After purchasing an Android phone, you may need to save it to keep it performing as well as possible. The most common and convenient way to maintain it is to clean up unwanted data. You can clear the cookie cache, history, unwanted files on your Android phone. By doing this, the Android phone will continue to offer you the best user experience. Over
the years, I've been using dr.fone - Erase to help me clean up these unwanted files. Dr.fone is a great tool that can solve all problems due to unwanted files with simple clicks. First I used the iPhone and now I have another Android phone. Dr.fone is compatible with both of my phones. In fact, this tool supports Android phones running from Android 2.1 to
Android 7.0 (dr.fone - Android Erase), and iPhones with iOS 6.1.6 and later (dr.fone - iOS Erase). I download it on my Windows computer, but it also offers a version for Mac computer.PS: here, you can learn more about how to clear the clipboard on Android and how to prevent cross-site tracking on your smartphone easily.3 Tools for you to clear cash
cookies and stories on Android PhoneWell, there are also other third-party tools that can help users clean unwanted files. You can see them in the following passages. Here are some popular browsers on Android phones recently that can help you clean up unwanted files produced by themselves. Tool 1. Google ChromeGoogle Chrome is the most famous
browser in the world. It offers versions not only for the computer, but also for mobile phones. If you use Google Chrome on your Android phone, you can clear the cookie cache and a story like this: Step 1. On your Android phone, run Google Chrome. And then find the Settings app and click on it to log into it. Step 2. Then click on the Privacy option. And now,
you can easily see the Net View Data button. Step 3. After clicking on this button, you can start selecting items that you want to clean, including cache, cookies, browsing history, and so on. Step 4. Finally, click on the Clear button. Firefox released its mobile version after the success of the computer version. It's popular because many users find it easy to use
with its simple interface. To clear the cache cookies and history from it, you can follow this tutorial: Step 1. On your Android phone, start Firefox. And then go to the Settings option. Step 2. And to the Privacy option and choose Clear now. Step 3. And then select all types of files that you don't want anymore. And then click on the Clear Data button. Tool 3.
Opera MiniThe Opera Mini is now famous for its excellent features in managing its If you want to use it on your Android phone, it's best to know a way to clear unwanted files from it: Step 1. Open Opera Mini. And click on the home icon and go to options. Step 2. Find and click on the Privacy option. Step 3. There are several different choices: Clear Cookies,
Clear Passwords and Clear History. Just select the items you want to clean. And start the removal process. Here are some popular deletions on Android phones recently that can help you clear unwanted files more than cache and history. Tool 1. The Eraser-Privacy CleanThis story is a professional tool for freeing up storage space on your Android phone, as
well as protecting your personal information. It's a free but multifunctional tool that can remove all kinds of cookie caches and history from all applications. It offers a friendly interface. It's free. You can clean all cookies and history from all the apps on your Android phone. Cons:1. It can't clean other unwanted files. Tool 2. Clean MasterThis is a comprehensive
application that deals not only with cookies but also with other files such as app data and personal data. And its interface is intuitive, making it easy for you to feel easy to use this tool. Pros:1. It can clear more than a cache and a story.2 The interface is ready.3. It's energy saving. Cons:1. There are too many ads when using this tool. Tool 3. The 1Tap
CleanerThis tool provides its users with many useful features, including default Cleaner, History Cleaner, Cash Cleaner, Call and Text Logs Cleaner. With it, you can make sure that most of your personal data is well protected. Because its interface is simple, you don't have to worry about detailed operations. Pros:1. It offers a lot of good features. You can
use it to delete unwanted files on your SD card. This allows users to manage more easily. The ads will pop up, which can be troublesome. Now, after seeing so many good tools to clean your personal data from an Android phone, have you found one that you like? If there's anyone interesting. And by the way, dr.fone also offers a free trial for those who are
considering downloading it. I believe you are using this amazing tool; You will love it. And you can find more useful features of it after trying. Get dr.fone - Erase (Android) Smartphones just like computers and they need to be maintained from time to time. Of course, maintenance entails hardware and software procedures all designed to get to enhance the life
cycle of your smartphone. One important software maintenance procedure that will undoubtedly improve your smartphone's performance is to erase cache, cookies and history from time to time. There are some basic to hold, starting with the use of the basic android and browser functions. You can also use some great apps on the market. We broke it all for
you in this article in the simplest possible form. So if your phone is slow, it's time to take some notes notes Learn how you can clean up all the junk. Clear Erase cache, cookies, and history on various browsers on Google Chrome's Android phone Google Chrome is one of the most popular browsers in the world not only for desktop users, but also with android
users as well. If you're familiar with the desktop version, the Android version is more or less similar. In fact, the basic functions are the same. You'll need to find the settings and then click on your privacy. The next step is to click on Clear Browsing Data Check on boxes next to Cash, Browsing History, Cookies, site data and click on Clear. Firefox Firefox is
one of the most popular pc browsers in the world, and it is gaining as much popularity in its mobile version of the same. Much of its popularity is based on its amazing design aspects that allow users to view and manage their viewing with ease. This makes it easy to manage your personal data. To clear the data: Click on the menu button on the screen Select
settings, then click on the privacy and choose Clear Now Check out all the data you want to clean and choose Clear Data Opera Mini Opera Mini should be the most popular browser for many mobile users due to its quality in data compression. There is a high probability that you are using opera mini in your android smartphone and depending on the version
you are working cleaning up your personal data in this app simply, Just take the following steps: Open your opera mini and click on your home icon Click on the settings from the list of options, select on Privacy You then choose the task you want to perform from the list ie Clear Cookies / Clean Passwords / Clean History Top 3 History Erasers for Android So,
now you have technical know-how on how to clean up the data from your favorite browser, but wouldn't it be good if you had the application that makes it possible? The story of an eraser or cleaner is a good example of an application that stands out in providing cleaning services that will certainly make the task easier for any Android user. Finding a good
eraser story can be challenging, but no more like we did our homework and collected the best of those on the market. Here we give you three of the best erasers for your Android Smartphone History Eraser-Private Clean app this tool that has established itself as a top story cleaner for Android phone users. It's more cc cleaner, but this time in android domain.
It's a free tool that will destroy almost any story and cache files from your phone! Pros: Easy to use interface It has many cleaning options including Google Maps data cleaning options Cons: It can hang a little special Older models of phones Clean Master Unlike the history of eraser application, pure master is no one's master except the nest of all
professions. Simply put, this is an application that can clean up almost any files ranging from unwanted files to privacy privacy to use the data. Pure Master is also very easy to use, not forgetting that it has a cool organized interface that destroys its functions for you. Pros: Offers more than a cleaning story if it gives optimal security features, and it's also
designed to save battery life It manages CPU activity Cons: It has too many ads displayed because it's free 1Tap Cleaner is another multifunctional tool that can clear the cache of apps, stories and logs with simple taps. This is known to be a four-in-one tool, given that it has four clean built-in net, Cache Cleaner, History Cleaner, Call/Text Cleaner
magazines. Pros: It can clear SD cards It can manage app Cons: It has a lot of pop-up ads in case the free version of The Cool Thing with these apps is that they are always up to date and reconfigured to fix bugs from time to time. In other words, all you have to do is follow the developers' sites from time to time to enjoy new features that will hit your mind. It
is also important to monitor aspects of data security in an effort to improve security and reduce the likelihood of cyberattacks. Delete Android Files selectively If you want to delete files selectively for more space, you can just try Wondershare TunesGo. Back up music, photos, videos, contacts, SMS, etc. on your computer and recover them easily. Manage,
export and import contacts and SMS, double contacts, answer SMS with your computer. One Click Root - Root Android phones/tablets to take full control of the device. Phone to transmit your phone - Transfer of music, photos, videos, contacts, SMS between two mobile phones (supported by both Android and iPhone). App Manager - Installing, deleting,
importing or backing up apps in a package. Gif Maker - Create a gif of photos, motion photos, videos. iTunes Manager - Sync iTunes Music on Android or transfer music from Android to iTunes Is Fully compatible with 3000 Android devices (Android 2.2 - Android 8.0) from Samsung, LG, HTC, Huawei, Motorola, Sony and others. how to restore deleted photos
on samsung android phone
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